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A B S T R A C T   

To enhance dissolution rate of meloxicam (MX), a poorly soluble model drug, a natural polysaccharide excipient 
chitosan (CH) is employed in this work as a carrier to prepare binary interactive mixtures by either mixing or co- 
milling techniques. The MX-CH mixtures of three different drug loads were characterized for morphological, 
granulometric, and thermal properties as well as drug crystallinity. The relative dissolution rate of MX was 
determined in phosphate buffer of pH 6.8 using the USP-4 apparatus; a significant increase in MX dissolution rate 
was observed for both mixed and co-milled mixtures comparing to the raw drug. Higher dissolution rate of MX 
was evidently connected to surface activation by mixing or milling, which was pronounced by the higher specific 
surface energy as detected by inverse gas chromatography. In addition to the particle size reduction, the carrier 
effect of the CH was confirmed for co-milling by linear regression between the MX maximum relative dissolution 
rate and the total surface area of the mixture (R2 = 0.863). No MX amorphization or crystalline structure change 
were detected. The work of adhesion/cohesion ratio of 0.9 supports the existence of preferential adherence of MX 
to the coarse particles of CH to form stable interactive mixtures.   

1. Introduction 

Aqueous solubility and permeability through membranes, generally 
specified in the Biopharmaceutical Classification System (BCS) (Amidon 
et al., 1995; Lipinski, 2000; Tsume et al., 2014), are the key factors for 
orally administered drugs. Insufficient water solubility of a drug 
belonging to the BCS class II may cause poor absorption and limited 
bioavailability (Khan and Singh, 2016; Al-Kassas et al., 2017). An 
insufficient and slow absorption is particularly a problem if a fast 
therapeutic effect is targeted such as in case of analgesic, antihistamine, 
and vasodilating drugs. Therefore, many methods have been developed 
in order to improve the extent and rate of drug dissolution. Among 
others the preparation of lipid-based systems (Mu et al., 2013), cyclo-
dextrin complexes (Dhakar et al., 2019), solid dispersions (Slámová 
et al., 2020), liquisolid systems (Vraníková et al., 2020), and cocrystals 
(Jirát et al., 2020) can be mentioned. 

The drug dissolution rate can be often simply enhanced by particle 
size reduction, e.g. by milling, due to the increase in available surface 

area and the alteration in particle shape (Loh et al., 2015). Unfortu-
nately, the higher surface free energy of the resultant fine powder can 
lead to higher cohesivity followed by particle aggregation. This para-
doxically reduces the effective surface area by formation of agglomer-
ates resulting in poor wetting in aqueous phase, which negatively 
impacts on dissolution rate (Capece et al., 2016; Varghese and Ghoroi, 
2017; Saeki et al., 2019). The problem can be solved by the addition of a 
suitable excipient, for example a surfactant (Hamishehkar et al., 2014) 
or an inert pharmaceutical carrier, typically a hydrophilic polymer that 
enhances the wettability by conferring hydrophilicity to the hydropho-
bic drug particle surface (Liu et al., 2015; Loh et al., 2015; Hussain et al., 
2018). Regarding the simplicity, efficiency and environmental accept-
ability, milling and particularly co-milling have been already used in the 
dissolution improvement of different drugs, for example ibuprofen 
(Varghese and Ghoroi, 2017), probucol (Li et al., 2017), carvedilol 
(Bolourchian et al., 2019) or dipfluzine (Yang et al., 2012) by using 
microcrystalline cellulose, copovidone, Soluplus®, povidone, sodium 
lauryl sulfate, and poloxamer 188 as additives. 
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In a binary excipient-drug powder mixture, three different types of 
interactions between the particles of substances can be generated: drug - 
drug, excipient – excipient, and drug – excipient. The micronized drug 
substance generally possesses high surface energy leading to the strong 
cohesive drug - drug particle interactions. As a result, stable clusters or 
agglomerates are formed (Capece et al., 2015). In the presence of a 
suitable carrier, such agglomerates can be disrupted due to the 
mixing/co-milling procedure, the micronized drug particles can pref-
erably adhere to the surface of excipient particles and the drug – 
excipient interactions can be achieved (Capece et al., 2016). Such newly 
formed interactive powder agglomerates represent the desirable 
arrangement of interactive mixtures with a drug (mono)layer on the 
carrier surface (Allahham and Maswadeh, 2014; Hagen et al., 2016; 
Školáková et al., 2019). The reduction of the drug aggregation level and 
thereby better drug wettability and faster dissolution together with 
improved mixture homogeneity and flow properties are the main ad-
vantages of interactive mixtures (Hagen et al., 2016; Lohrmann et al., 
2007). The typical carrier excipients used in dosage forms include 
lactose, cellulose, povidone, mannitol or trehalose (Hooton et al., 2006; 
Lohrmann et al., 2007; Zhou and Morton, 2012; Liu et al., 2015). In this 
work, we used chitosan (CH), a polysaccharide copolymer comprising of 
glucosamine and N-acetylglucosamine, which is made by deacetylation 
of chitin. It is the nontoxic and non-irritant material and its basic nature 
makes it unique (Dutta et al., 2004). In pharmaceutical technology, CH 
has been used previously as a direct compression excipient (Badwan 
et al., 2015), a carrier in dry powder inhalers (Huang et al., 2018; Wang 
et al., 2018), to improve drugs stability (Li et al., 2019), and for targeted 
drug delivery (Garg et al., 2019). Chitosan or its derivatives were also 
used to enhance the dissolution rate of carvedilol (Shete et al., 2012) and 
amorphous MX by preparation of solid dispersions (Obaidat et al., 
2017). 

However, only if the adhesion force between an excipient and a drug 
is high enough, the interactive mixture is successfully formed and no 
agglomerates of the drug remain (Lohrmann et al., 2007). In summary, 
the balance of two main forces, firstly, the cohesion forces between the 
drug particles, secondly, the adhesion forces of the drug to the carrier 
particles, is necessary. The adhesive forces between the particles of 
naturally different substances are determined by properties of the sur-
face which depend on their chemical nature as well as on the surface 
geometrical factors affecting the possible contact area (Hooton et al., 
2006; Lohrmann et al., 2007; Kuncahyo and Choiri, 2015; Školáková 
et al., 2019). Different techniques were used to describe particle-particle 
interactions in a powder mixture. The amplitude and the range of 
interaction of the force–distance curve of the detachment force between 
two single particles or a sample surface can be analyzed by an atomic 
force microscope (Lohrmann et al., 2007; Bunker et al., 2011). Alter-
natively, the centrifuge technique can be used to study the relationship 
between the adhesion force and the magnitude of the centrifugal force 
needed to detach the particle from the surface of a carrier (Kulvanich 
and Stewart, 1987; Nguyen et al., 2010; Tran et al., 2021). However, the 
interparticle forces are generally related to the surface energy of the 
components in the mixture, which is not described by any of above-
mentioned techniques. For this reason, the inverse gas chromatography 
(IGC) is another important technique as recently reported by Školáková 
et al. (2019). Another publication from Imperial College London (Karde 
et al., 2020) also used IGC to study interparticle structuring of a binary 
powder system. These two recent studies have different approaches but 
they both mark novelty in harnessing IGC to study interacting powder 
mixtures. This is especially attractive for mechanistic research using 
co-milling. Thus, applied mechanical energy activates the solid phase 
leading to amorphous-crystalline inter-conversion of a drug (Lin et al., 
2010; Loh et al., 2015). The formulation principle of amorphous drug is 
well known to enhance apparent aqueous solubility and dissolution rate 
(Edueng et al., 2019; Slámová et al., 2020), but unfortunately, ther-
modynamically lower stability of amorphous bulk or surfaces makes this 
effect generally only time-limited (Bhende and Jadhav, 2012). 

Interesting are recent developments in the field of electrospinning that 
show much promise to enable successful amorphization, while 
achieving good kinetic stability, i.e. low tendency for recrystallization 
(Verreck et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2009; Nagy et al., 2012). However, any 
drug amorphization should consider the specific compound properties 
and it is mostly favourable for compounds with suitable glass-forming 
ability and/or by using special formulations with sufficient stabilizing 
excipients (Laitinen et al., 2013; Alhalaweh et al., 2015; Edueng et al., 
2019; Bolourchian et al., 2019). Given these considerations, the effects 
on dissolution rate induced by mixing and milling have the best chance 
to be long lasting when they are facilitated primarily by a reduction of 
particle size and generation of stable interactive mixtures. By contrast, a 
marked amorphization induced by milling would be disadvantageous 
for such powder-based formulations with respect to market formulations 
that need sufficient shelf-life. The current literature appears to have a 
gap in targeting the optimum mechanisms as to how a stable dissolution 
increase can be achieved in powder mixtures and IGC would be inter-
esting to use as novel analytics in the field of interacting pharmaceutical 
mixtures obtained by co-milling. 

Therefore, this mechanistic work studies the improvement of the 
dissolution rate of a model, poorly soluble (BCS class II) drug meloxicam 
(MX) (Horváth et al., 2016; Freitas et al., 2017; Romani et al., 2018) by 
the preparation of binary interactive mixtures with CH as a carrier. The 
effect of CH on the dissolution rate of MX in mixtures prepared by 
mixing (physical mixtures) and co-milling techniques is investigated 
using three different MX-CH ratios and two milling times. The gran-
ulometric, thermal, crystal, and surface energy properties of mixtures as 
well as their stability are examined in detail. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials 

The model drug meloxicam (MX, Cadila Healthcare Ltd., India) was 
obtained as a gift sample (Zentiva, k. s., Czech Republic). Chitosan (CH, 
JBICHEM International trading, Co., Ltd., China) of 85% deacetylation 
grade was used as a carrier. Sodium hydroxide (Penta s.r.o., Czech Re-
public), potassium dihydrogen phosphate (Dr. Kulich Pharma, s.r.o., 
Czech Republic) and methanol - HPLC grade (Sigma-Aldrich, Czech 
Republic) as well as purified water were used for dissolution testing. 
Surface energy was determined using hexane (Sigma-Aldrich, Ger-
many), heptane (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany), octane (Sigma-Aldrich, 
Germany), nonane (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), dichloromethane (Sigma- 
Aldrich, France), ethyl acetate (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), chloroform 
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA), 1,4-dioxane (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) and 
toluene, ethanol, and acetone (SupraSolv®, Germany). All the probes 
were of GC quality. 

Unless otherwise stated, measurements and manipulations were 
carried out at a controlled ambient temperature of 23.0 ± 1.0 ◦C and 
relative air humidity of 39.0 ± 12.0% (Hygrometer 608-H1, Testo, 
China). 

2.2. Mixtures preparation 

All powders were first sieved through a 500-µm sieve before their 
use. The binary mixed mixtures (physical mixtures, PM) of MX and CH 
were prepared in 1-1, 1-4 and 1-8 (w/w) ratios using a 3D shaker mixer 
(Turbula type T2F, WAB AG, Switzerland). A 130-mL glass container 
was filled with the required mass of substance weighted with a precision 
of 0.01 g (BOECO Balances BBI-32, d = 0.1 mg, Boeco + Co, Germany). 
A total load of 15 gs of sample was prepared. In all experimental runs, 
raw MX was placed between two layers of CH to ensure the homogeneity 
of mixture. The mixing conditions were set on 5 min at 34 rpm. 

Subsequently, the binary co-milled mixtures (CM) were prepared 
utilizing a planetary ball mill (PM 100, Retsch, Germany) so that 2 g of 
each PM was co-milled for 15 min or 30 min at 300 rpm in a 25-mL 
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stainless steel milling jar using 100 stainless steel milling balls of 5 mm 
diameter. 

2.3. Homogeneity assessment 

Homogeneity assessment was performed to test the efficiency of the 
mixing process. Five samples of 13.4 ± 0.2 mg were randomly removed 
from the MX-CH 1–1 PM binary mixture. Samples were than dissolved in 
methanol in 25 ml volumetric flask using ultrasonic bath (WUC-A01H, 
Witeg Labortechnik GmbH, Germany) for 45 min. Aliquots (200 μl) 
removed from the sonicated solutions were diluted by phosphate buffer 
(pH 6.8) up to 2 ml. The absorbance of the samples was then detected by 
spectrophotometer Specord 205 (Analytic Jena AG, Germany) at 
wavelength of 363 nm in triplicate and the concentration of MX was 
calculated according to the calibration curve. Mean value (n = 5), 
standard deviation (SD) and coefficient of variation (CV) were evalu-
ated. Resulting CV = 1.9% was assumed to be acceptable. 

2.4. Particle size measurement 

Particle size distribution was determined by Mastersizer 3000 
(Malvern Instruments Ltd., United Kingdom) utilizing Mie theory of 
static light scattering. An adequate amount of dry powder sample was 
measured using Aero S unit (air dispersion mode) at an air pressure of 
2.0 bar and a feed rate of 50% to control of the sample throughput and 
dispersion. The particle refractive indices for CH and MX were 1.52 
(Azofeifa et al., 2012) and 1.72 (Bartos et al., 2018), respectively. The 
latter was used for the prepared binary mixtures as well. Particle sizes of 
x10 (µm), x50 (µm) and x90 (µm) and “span” value characterizing the 
width of particle volume size distribution were detected. The measure-
ment was performed in triplicate for each sample. 

2.5. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

Scanning electron microscope (Phenom Pro, Phenom-World B. V., 
Netherlands) with the Back-scattered Electron Detector (BSE) was used 
to generate images of micronized MX, CH, and their binary mixtures. 
The samples were carefully sprinkled onto a carbon conductive tape, an 
approximately 10-nm-thick gold layer was sputtered on the sample 
surface, and the acceleration voltage of 10 kV was applied. 

2.6. Surface area analysis 

The specific surface area SBET (m2/g) was measured using a Gemini 
VII 2390 (Micromeritics, USA). Before the measurement, the samples 
were preconditioned for 24 h at 80 ◦C under nitrogen gas using Flow-
Prep 060 (Micromeritics, USA) to remove atmospheric contaminants 
from the surface of the sample. A sample tube was then filled with 
approximately 0.8 g of the powder with a precision of 0.0001 g. Analysis 
of a sample consisted of multipoint measurements (7 points) over the 
range of 0.05–0.35 relative pressure (p/p0) using nitrogen as adsorptive 
to form monolayer on a sample surface. Specific surface area was eval-
uated (Gemini VII Version 5.01 software) according to the BET (Bru-
nauer-Emmett-Teller) theory. The measurement was performed in 
triplicate for each sample. 

2.7. Dissolution study 

Dissolution studies were carried out using the USP-4 flow-through 
cell apparatus Sotax CE-1 (Sotax AG, Switzerland) in an open-loop sys-
tem (Slámová et al., 2021). A small holdup volume of the sample and 
fresh solvent contact are advantages of this apparatus to obtain disso-
lution rate profiles (Beyssac and Lavigne, 2005). The dissolution rate of 
MX was studied at a temperature 37.0 ± 0.5 ◦C. Raw MX (MX RAW), MX 
activated by mixing (MX blank PM) or milling for 15 min (MX blank CM 
15), were used as blank samples. The samples were sieved through a 

500-µm sieve and filled into a partially assembled dissolution powder 
cell. In order to keep a constant mass 5.0 mg of MX, the equivalent mass 
of sample ranging from 5 to 45 mg in regard to the higher content of CH 
excipient, was used. The dissolution medium, phosphate buffer of pH 6.8 
(Obaidat and Obaidat, 2011; Han and Choi, 2007), flow rate was set to 
22 mL/min by a piston pump Sotax CY 1–50 (Sotax AG, Switzerland). 

The exiting solution was collected manually for 15 min; the time 
interval was 20 s in the first three minutes following with the 1 min 
intervals for the next 12 min. The concentration of drug was detected 
spectroscopically as described above. 

The relative amount of released drug mrel, showing the relative 
amount of dissolved drug in%, and the relative dissolution rate rrel 
(min− 1), considering the effect of mass of the drug in the sample, were 
calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively, where c is the measured 
concentration at the outlet of the dissolution cell (mg/L), Q is the media 
flow rate (L/s), t is the sampling interval (s) and mMX is the total mass of 
the drug in the sample (mg). 

mrel =

∑
c × Q × t
mMX

× 100 (1)  

rrel =
c × Q
mMX

(2) 

The dissolution experiments were carried out in triplicate. The mean 
values of mrel (%) and rrel (min− 1) and the standard deviations (SD) were 
calculated. 

2.8. Surface energy analysis (SEA) 

Surface energy was determined using IGC Surface energy analyzer 
(IGS/SEA, Surface Measurement Systems, Ltd., United Kingdom) 
equipped with Zero Air Generator GC 1500 (LNI Schmidlin SA, 
Switzerland) and Hydrogen Generator PG H2 (Schmidlin-DBS AG, 
Switzerland) at target column temperature 30 ◦C and 0% of relative 
humidity (RH). As a carrier gas, helium with the flow rate 10 mL/min 
was used. Dead volume was determined using methane as a reference 
gas at the beginning and the end of each measurement. The injector 
manifold was heated at 60 ◦C and the FID detector at 180 ◦C. A 3-mm 
glass column plugged by a small piece of silanized glass wool (Sigma- 
Aldrich, USA) was loaded with the appropriate mass of compacted 
powder sample (50–250 mg). The column was plugged with glass wool 
again at upper position and placed into the device. Prior to the analysis, 
the sample was preconditioned for 120 min. 

For determining the dispersive surface energy, non-polar probes 
(hexane, heptane, octane, nonane) were used. Polar probes dichloro-
methane, ethyl acetate, chloroform, toluene, ethanol, acetone, and 1,4- 
dioxane were used for determining the specific surface energy. The 
constant fractional sample surface coverage was 5% (targeting infinite 
dilution conditions). Each measurement was performed in triplicate. 
The retention time of each injection was taken from maximum peak 
height. 

Surface free energy as well as work of cohesion were calculated ac-
cording to Schultz approach (Schultz et al., 1987); dispersive γD and 
specific γSP component of the surface energy were determined from a 
plot of RTlnVN versus a(γL

D)1/2. γD was calculated from the slope of the 
n-alkane line and γSP was estimated from the vertical distance between 
the alkane line and the polar probe. The values of the dispersive surface 
energy with regression coefficient R2 > 0.994 were accepted. Acid and 
base number were evaluated according to Gutmann approach (Pan-
ayiotou et al., 2017). The ratio of basic to the acidic parameter KB/KA 
was calculated to determine the acid/base properties of the surface. 

2.9. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) 

Thermal properties and stability of samples were measured by a TGA 
Q500 (TA Instruments, USA). The thermogravimetric analysis was 
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carried out in a temperature range of 25–900 ◦C at a heating rate of 
10.00 ◦C/min under air purge utilizing platinum pan type. 

2.10. Modulated differential scanning calorimetry (MDSC) 

Glass transition temperature Tg (◦C), melting point Tmp (◦C) and heat 
of fusion ΔH (J/g) of all samples were evaluated using modulated dif-
ferential scanning calorimetry (Discovery DSC, TA Instruments, USA). 
The appropriate mass of sample (a precision 0.001 mg) in a standard 
aluminum pan was scanned under nitrogen atmosphere (50 mL/min) at 
the temperature range of 0 ◦C to 270 ◦C with 5 min of stabilization at the 
beginning of the measurement. The heating rate of 5 ◦C/min, 60 s of 
modulation period and amplitude of 0.8 ◦C were used. 

2.11. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRPD) 

XRPD analysis was carried out using laboratory X́PERT PRO MPD 
(PANalytical, Netherlands) diffractometer with CuKα (λ = 1.542 Å) ra-
diation to determine the crystallinity of MX and CH. The generator 
operated at excitation voltage 45 kV and anodic current 40 mA. For the 
samples placed on a zero-background silica sample holder, the following 
scan parameters were utilized: scan type – gonio, measurement range 
2–40◦ 2θ, step size 0.02◦ 2θ and time per step 200 s. 

2.12. Stability studies 

A stability study was performed in a stability chamber Memmert HCP 
108 (Memmert GmbH, Germany) at temperature of 40 ◦C and 75% 
relative air humidity. The properties of two selected mixtures (MX-CH 
1–8 PM, MX-CH 1–8 CM 30) were analyzed immediately after prepa-
ration and after 1 month (coded MX-CH 1–8 PM STAB, MX-CH 1–8 CM 
30 STAB). 

2.13. Statistical analysis 

Experimental data were processed in MS Excel. The analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) at a significance level α of 0.05 was used to evaluate 

the influence of the preparation method, the drug/carrier ratio and the 
milling time. Additionally, post hoc Tukey’s multiple comparisons test 
was performed using GraphPad Prism 9.2.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc., 
USA). 

3. Results and discussion 

Different technological strategies to enhance drug dissolution have 
been introduced to cope with poor aqueous solubility of BCS II drugs as 
described above. To explain mechanistic aspects, mixtures of the model 
lipophilic, and acidic drug MX (Freitas et al., 2017) were prepared with 
CH as a carrier. A simple mixing or alternative co-milling was selected in 
order to produce formulations having a different kind of drug-carrier 
interactive units. The mechanisms of interactive mixtures formation, 
their sensitivity to the preparation process, and the formulation effects 
on MX drug release were investigated by surface energy analysis and 
dissolution experiments. 

3.1. Particle size and morphology 

The size and shape of particles influence powder dissolution rate and 
play a critical role in the contact between the drug and a dissolution 
medium as well as between a drug and a carrier. The particle size and 
size distribution of substances were determined using the static light 
scattering method. Particle size characteristics for all substances used 
and the prepared mixtures are summarized in Table 1. The micronized 
particles of MX (RAW) are characterized with the median size of 3.7 µm, 
the span 1.94 and the specific surface area (SBET) of 2.1 m2/g. In Fig. 1a, 
the micronized particles of RAW MX forming agglomerates are shown. 
Contrary, particles of CH have the median particle size of 61.2 µm, wider 
particle size distribution (span 2.26) and low specific surface area of 0.8 
m2/g. The larger, platelet particles of CH are illustrated in Fig. 1b. 

In order to discuss and compare the effects of the ratio between MX 
and CH, the method used, and the time of co-milling on the dissolution 
rate of MX, granulometric characteristics of the RAW MX in Table 1 were 
compared with those obtained by activation (without any carrier or 
other excipient) in a mixer (MX blank PM) or by milling in a ball mill for 
15 min (MX blank CM 15). Although only MX substance without any 
excipient was processed by milling, the sample was coded “CM” to keep 
consistent coding with the other milled samples. 

As can be seen, the median particle size x50 increased from 3.7 µm for 
the original substance (RAW) to 4.2 µm (PM) and, paradoxically, to 10.4 
µm for MX blank CM 15. Milling for 15 min (MX blank CM 15) also 
significantly increased the portion of larger particles (x90 = 230 µm), 
which resulted in increased span value contrary to simple mixing in the 
3D mixer (MX blank PM in Table 1). This is the result of in situ formed 
agglomerates of the fine drug particles. Thus, the mixing or milling the 
drug particles had no significant effect towards particle size reduction, 
but the particles still underwent a substantial structural change when 
milled. The almost 3-fold increase in SBET observed between MX RAW 
and MX blank CM 15 was an evidence the formed agglomerates that 
comprise primary particles of reduced size and/or more rugged surface 
compared to original drug. The sample MX blank CM 30 was not 
included for subsequent characterization as serious sticking and sample 
hardening was observed by the milling for 30 min, which is considered a 
natural progress of the agglomeration as observed even for a shorter 
milling time. It is evident that processing the drug without any excipient 
produces some unexpected issues, but this way the drug particles obtain 
also new structural features, which can be beneficial for improving drug 
release from co-milled systems. 

In Table 1, the granulometric properties of binary mixtures prepared 
either by simple mixing (PM) or co-milling (CM) in different drug/car-
rier ratios (MX-CH 1–1, MX-CH 1–4, MX-CH 1–8) are specified. The 
coding for milling respects 15 or 30 (CM 15 or CM 30, respectively) 
minutes procedure, as well. The median particle size 43.6 µm, 54.6 µm, 
and 57.4 µm of PM mixtures increases with the increase in content of CH, 

Table 1 
Granulometric and surface characteristics of meloxicam (MX), chitosan (CH) 
and their prepared binary physical (PM) and co-milled (CM) mixtures.  

Sample x10 

(µm) 
x50 

(µm) 
x90 

(µm) 
span SBET (m2/ 

g) 
KB/ 
KA 

MX RAW 1.1 3.7 8.2 1.94 2.1 ±
0.08 

0.74 

MX blank PM 1.3 4.2 9.1 1.86 1.9 ±
0.03 

0.72 

MX blank CM 
15 

1.5 10.4 230.0 21.97 5.8 ±
0.04 

0.79 

CH 20.1 61.2 158.0 2.26 0.8 ±
0.02 

1.57 

MX-CH 1–1 PM 3.6 43.6 146.0 3.27 1.4 ±
0.06 

0.86 

MX-CH 1–1 CM 
15 

4.8 47.5 139.0 2.82 3.7 ±
0.17 

0.98 

MX-CH 1–1 CM 
30 

4.6 38.6 121.0 3.02 5.3 ±
0.01 

1.04 

MX-CH 1–4 PM 9.1 54.6 151.0 2.60 1.0 ±
0.15 

1.34 

MX-CH 1–4 CM 
15 

11.0 49.6 141.0 2.62 2.8 ±
0.05 

1.14 

MX-CH 1–4 CM 
30 

9.5 42.5 121.0 2.61 4.2 ±
0.17 

1.13 

MX-CH 1–8 PM 13.8 57.4 153.0 2.42 1.0 ±
0.06 

1.34 

MX-CH 1–8 CM 
15 

12.9 50.7 139.0 2.48 2.3 ±
0.07 

1.23 

MX-CH 1–8 CM 
30 

11.1 43.6 123.0 2.56 2.9 ±
0.14 

1.18  
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which is the result of larger CH particles. The SBET for co-milled samples 
follows a linear trend in relation to MX content. For example, all the 
samples milled for 15 min exhibit SBET = 3.84mMX + 1.91 m2/g (R2 =

0.995). It means the particle character was not likely affected by the 
dilution ratio MX-CH. 

Similarly, the slight increase in median size for CM mixtures milled 
for 15 min was observed proportionally to the increase in CH content but 
the reduction in x90 (µm) and span values illustrate the general decrease 
in particle size due to the comminution. The effect of longer milling time 

is more visible when mixtures with the same MX-CH ratio are compared. 
For example, the median particle size of MX-CH 1–8 CM 15 was reduced 
from 50.7 µm to 43.6 µm for MX-CH 1–8 CM 30, whereas an increase in 
specific surface area from 2.3 to 2.9 m2/g was observed. The span values 
of co-milled mixtures were similar regardless the milling time. However, 
the particle size reduction together with the higher specific surface area 
are in general beneficial for a faster drug dissolution (Beyssac and 
Lavigne, 2005; Rasenack and Müller, 2004). 

Fig. 1. SEM micrographs of raw substances (a Meloxicam (magnification 5000x), b Chitosan (magnification 500x)) and their physical and co-milled binary mixtures 
(c MX-CH 1–1 PM, d MX-CH 1–1 CM 15, e MX-CH 1–1 CM 30, f MX-CH 1–4 PM, g MX-CH 1–4 CM 15, h MX-CH 1–4 CM 30, i MX-CH 1–8 PM, j MX-CH 1–8 CM 15, k 
MX-CH 1–8 CM 30 (magnification 7 500x)). The inserted arrows show the meloxicam particle agglomerates. 
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3.2. Dissolution studies 

The dissolution rate of MX was studied by a flow-through powder 
dissolution cell in an open-loop system (Slámová et al., 2021; Beyssac 
and Lavigne, 2005). The relative amount of released drug mrel (in%) and 
the relative dissolution rate rrel (min− 1) were determined by Eqs. (1) and 
2, respectively. 

3.2.1. MX dissolution rate 
Firstly, the mrel of raw meloxicam (MX RAW) was evaluated. As 

illustrated in Fig. 2a, it reaches only approximately 6% of the total drug 
content in a sample after 15 min of dissolution test. The poor dissolution 
of the micronized drug particles (x50 = 3.7 µm) was caused principally 
by the cohesiveness and tendency to form agglomerates (Fig. 1a) which 
in turn reduced wetting by the dissolution medium (Loh et al., 2015; 
Varghese and Ghoroi, 2017). Similar values of mrel (Fig. 2a) were 
observed also for MX blank PM activated by mixing and by milling for 
15 min (MX blank CM 15). 

In Fig. 3, the comparison of relative dissolution rates rrel (min− 1) of 
MX RAW and MX blank PM is depicted as an inserted graph. The relative 
dissolution rates were similarly low (rrel < 0.01 min− 1) showing no 
activation by simple mixing. The higher rrel 0.01–0.02 min− 1 of MX 
blank CM 15 in the first 60 s can be explained as the result of the first 
contact between the medium and available partially size-reduced drug 
particles. This effect was only temporal, and we concluded that even 
milling of drug particles did not lead to the dissolution process activa-
tion. All pure MX samples were therefore assumed to be the blank MX 
samples. 

3.2.2. The effect of mixing with CH on MX dissolution rate 
Mixing with a suitable carrier belongs to the simplest methods used 

to increase drug dissolution rate in pharmaceutical technology and 
different fillers or surfactants are used (e.g. Pilcer et al., 2012, Loh et al., 
2015, Marinko and Zámostný, 2020). The preparation of an interactive 
mixture represents here the common target. The binary interactive 
MX-CH mixtures obtained in this study by mixing (coded PM) are 

Fig. 2. Relative amount of released meloxicam after 15 min (a Meloxicam blank samples and mixed physical MX-CH binary mixtures, b Meloxicam blank samples 
and co-milled MX-CH binary mixtures). Asterisks in the legend indicate a significant result according to Tukey’s post hoc test. Details are explained in text. 

Fig. 3. Comparison of relative dissolution rates of meloxicam blank samples and MX-CH binary mixtures; the inserted graph shows meloxicam blank samples. 
Asterisks in the legend indicate a significant result according to Tukey’s post hoc test. Details are given in the text. 
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illustrated in Fig. 1c,f,i according to the three ratios used: 1–1, 1–4, and 
1–8, respectively. Although some of the MX particles adhere to the CH 
surface, nevertheless, there is a relatively high part of those remaining 
agglomerated and non-attached. 

The results of the dissolution tests for the physical interactive mix-
tures are shown in Figs. 2a and 3. When compared with the blank MX 
samples, the increase in mrel as well as in rrel was observed in all samples 
by using CH as a carrier. However, the positive effect on MX dissolution 
rate was influenced by the different drug/excipient ratio used; the 
mixtures with the higher portion of CH provided a higher relative 
amount of dissolved drug. 

The percentage amount of MX (Fig. 2a) released from MX-CH 1–1 
mixture revealed an increase to approximately 35% of the total drug 
content within 15 min, while the 1–4 and 1–8 ratio mixtures achieved 
even as much as 70%. This effect is better illustrated when looking at the 
relative dissolution rate (Fig. 3). The rrel values of MX-CH 1–1 mixture 
raised slowly, the maximum relative dissolution rate rMAX 0.04 min− 1 

was achieved within two minutes and it remained unchanged within 15 
min of the dissolution test. Similar profiles, but the higher rMAX of MX 
were observed for the MX-CH 1–4 and MX-CH 1–8 mixtures (0.12 min− 1 

and 0.11 min− 1, respectively) within the first minute while it has to be 
reminded that the amount of drug in all tested samples was identical. 

The results confirmed that mixing with CH brings beneficial 
improvement in dissolution rate of MX; the concentration dependent CH 
effect was observed with the higher efficiency when higher portion of 
CH was used in the binary mixtures. The shear forces produced during 
mixing resulted in a partial desagglomeration and redistribution of the 
micronized MX on the CH surface without changing their particle size. 

3.2.3. The effect of co-milling with CH on MX dissolution rate 
Milling or co-milling with a suitable carrier are relatively easy 

methods to increase dissolution rate of poorly soluble drugs simply by 
particle size reduction and increase in surface available for dissolution 
(Yang et al., 2012; Varghese and Ghoroi, 2017; Bolourchian et al., 
2019). As commented above for MX (MX blank CM 15, Table 1), the 
comminution of such a hydrophobic drug substance, particularly when 
no liquid medium or stabilizer is used, can unfortunately lead to particle 
agglomeration, which reduces surface area available for solvent wetting 
(Loh et al., 2015). Such a problem can be overcome by the addition of a 
suitable excipient allowing for the preparation of interactive mixtures 
(Li et al., 2017). By co-milling of MX in the presence of CH for 15 or 30 
min, binary MX-CH mixtures (coded CM and having different ratios as 
mentioned above) were prepared. Figs. 1d,e,g,h,j,k illustrate the fine 
drug particles adhering to the surface of coarse CH particles. As 
described above for mixing, the same MX-CH ratio dependence was 
observed. While the micronized drug particles were homogeneously 
spread onto CH particle surface in the MX-CH 1–8 CM 30 sample 
(Fig. 1k), occasional agglomerates were visible in the MX-CH 1–4 CM 30 
sample (Fig. 1h) and even more in the MX-CH 1–1 CM 30 sample 
(Fig. 1e). 

In Fig. 2b, the relative amount of drug mrel released from co-milled 
mixtures is shown. The significantly higher mrel was detected for all 
CM mixtures compared with the milled drug (MX blank CM 15, Fig. 2a). 
Indeed, the higher portion of CH, the higher mrel was noted with the best 
result achieved with MX-CH 1–8 mixtures (mrel > 95%). 

Considering the same drug mass in the sample, slightly higher effect 
on the rrel was detected for MX-CH 1–1 CM 15 and MX-CH 1–1 CM 30 
mixtures (Fig. 3) when compared with MX blank CM 15. Contrary, the 
relative dissolution rates rrel of MX in MX-CH 1–4 CM 15, MX-CH 1–4 CM 
30, MX-CH 1–8 CM 15, and MX-CH 1–8 CM 30 mixtures were higher. 
The co-milling effect was studied also by an ANOVA and Tukey’s post 
hoc test at α = 0.05. As a result, a significant effect (p < 0.01) was 
confirmed when comparing the mrel (%), rrel (min− 1), and rMAX (min− 1) 
of MX RAW, MX blank PM, and MX blank CM 15 with corresponding 
values of MX-CH 1–4 CM 15, MX-CH 1–4 CM 30, MX-CH 1–8 CM 15, and 
MX-CH 1–8 CM 30. Although the differences in effect of milling time 

were insignificant (ANOVA, p ≤ 0.05), the higher rrel was observed for 
30 CM sample within the first minute. This is in agreement with the 
common observation that longer milling time improves typically the 
dissolution profile (Hussain et al., 2018; Loh et al., 2015). 

Indeed, the rrel reached a maximum at the beginning of the disso-
lution process due to the first contact of dissolution medium with the 
micronized particles located on the CH particle surface. Although the rrel 
decreased later, the higher values were observed (Fig. 3) for interactive 
CM mixtures at the beginning of dissolution than that detected with the 
blank MX milled sample (MX blank CM 15). 

Based on the results of dissolution studies, the following findings can 
be summarized: (i) mixing as well as co-milling with CH enhanced the 
dissolution rate of MX significantly (ANOVA, p < 1.05 × 10− 10 at α =
0.05); (ii) a noticeably better effect of co-milling was detected; (iii) the 
effect of CH on the MX dissolution rate was directly ratio dependent. The 
benefit of CH use in the preparation of MX-CH interactive mixtures is 
clearly visible in Fig. 4 where maximum relative dissolution rates rMAX 
(min− 1) of all tested MX samples are compared. 

3.3. Surface energy studies 

Two key factors influence homogeneity of a powder mixture: 
segregation and agglomeration, both dependent on the interparticle 
interaction forces (Lai et al., 1981; Lohrmann et al., 2007) and both 
affecting the quality of the final product. To obtain uniform and stable 
interactive mixtures, sufficiently strong adhesion forces between the 
drug and carrier particles are crucial. Adhesion forces depend on the 
interfacial energy between two surfaces in the contact (Podczeck et al., 
1997) and can be determined by inverse gas chromatography (IGC) 

Fig. 4. Comparison of maximum relative dissolution rates rMAX (min− 1) of 
meloxicam. The results are shown in groups according to the drug/excipient 
ratio. Asterisks in the legend indicate a significant result according to Tukey’s 
post hoc test. 

Fig. 5. Surface energy characterization of meloxicam, chitosan and physical 
mixed and co-milled MX-CH binary mixtures (the results are shown in groups 
according to the drug/excipient ratio). 
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(Školáková et al., 2019). In order to study the surface energy of powder 
substances used, CH and MX and their interactive mixtures, were 
analyzed by IGC/SEA in terms of both dispersive and specific energy 
components. The results are shown in Fig. 5. 

For fine, dry, uncharged powders, Van der Waals interaction forces 
expressed by the nonpolar dispersive component of surface energy 
dominate (De Kruif et al., 2013; Capece et al., 2015). By using of n-al-
kanes series, the dispersive component of surface energy was estimated. 
The γD value of MX RAW 46.5 mJ/m2 was higher compared to that of CH 
(40.6 mJ/m2) showing its nonpolar nature. The surface activation and 
the increase in γD due to the process-induced local disorders was ex-
pected for mixtures. This is generally the reason for more intensive 
contact with a dissolution liquid medium and the increase in dissolution 
rate (Varghese and Ghoroi, 2017). For the blank samples MX blank PM 
and MX blank CM 15, the γD increased due to mixing and milling to 49.5 
and 52.8 mJ/m2, respectively, which reflects higher-energy places 
occurring on the sample surface. As a result, rmax increased almost twice 
for MX blank CM 15 (0.0159 min− 1) in comparison to MX RAW (0.0093 
min− 1). This can be attributed firstly to the change in surface structure 
and roughness (the local disruption of crystal structure), and secondly, 
to a partial surface amorphization. 

The specific components of surface energy (γSP) were estimated using 
seven polar probes as these can allow to detect polar groups based on 
Lewis acid-base interactions (De Kruif et al., 2013). The higher specific 
surface energy of CH (4.5 mJ/m2) compared with MX (2.9 mJ/m2) 
confirmed its more polar nature and can be mostly attributed to the 
polar surface -OH groups of the polysaccharide. Principally, the hydro-
philic nature of a carrier makes the drug dissolution in interactive 
mixtures easier and faster (Varghese and Ghoroi, 2017). In agreement, 
the largest specific surface energy was always detected in MX-CH 1–8 
ratio in comparison with other MX-CH mixtures (Fig. 5). 

In a MX-CH 1–8 ratio, the best effect of CH on MX dissolution rate 
was observed as discussed in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. Comparing the 
close γD values of mixed (MX-CH 1–8 PM) and milled (MX-CH 1–8 CM 
15, MX-CH 1–8 CM 30) interactive mixtures (Fig. 5), it seems evident 
that albeit there are effects of surface disorder as mentioned above, it is 
to a great extent the hydrophilic nature of the used carrier excipient in 
the interacting mixture that contributed to the high observed maximum 
dissolution rates of 0.1149 min− 1, 0.4375 min− 1, and 0.5020 min− 1, 
respectively. By providing hydrophilicity as a carrier to the hydrophobic 
drug particle surfaces, the added excipient enhances the wettability and 
dissolution rate of the poorly water-soluble drug (Loh et al., 2015). 

To describe the surface properties in more details, the constants of 
acidity KA and basicity KB were calculated using the donor (basicity) and 
acceptor (acidity) number of the Gutmann approach (Panayiotou et al., 
2017). The empirical ratio of Lewis basic to acid parameter (KB /KA) 
reveals the nature of the surface in terms of electron pair donor to 
acceptor tendency (Varghese and Ghoroi, 2017); when KB/KA > 1, the 
electron donor ability prevails over the electron acceptor, while opposite 
is true for KB/KA < 1. The results are summarized in Table 1. The ratio 
0.74 of raw MX increases after mixing and co-milling with CH meaning 
the increase in basicity of the prepared mixtures. This is attributed to 
formation of new interactions between drug and carrier, which reduced 
the acidity of MX . 

In a powder mixture, the interactions between particles of individual 
substances are important (Capece et al., 2015). In our binary mixtures, 
this includes three different types of interactions: MX-MX, CH–CH, and 
MX-CH. Generally, micronized drug can show strong cohesive behavior, 
thereby forming clusters or agglomerates. In interactive mixtures, 
adhesion between fine drug particles and a carrier having high-energy 
sites on the surface is necessary for stability (Capece et al., 2016). 
Assuming that each individual substance contributes to the different 
energy components in the mixture based on a given mass fraction, the 
preferential interactions can be estimated from the surface parameters 
as recently shown by Školáková et al. (2019). 

In order to predict the tendency of the micronized substance (MX) to 

create preferential bonds to the coarse particles of carrier (CH), the work 
of adhesion and the work of cohesion were estimated based on the 
measured surface energy using Fowkes theory (Fowkes, 1964) following 
with expression of the Wadh/Wcoh ratio. The results are shown in Table 2. 

While the high work of cohesion shows high tendency of agglomer-
ation between particles of the same substance, the high work of adhesion 
indicates the tendency of particle to adhere to the particle of another 
type. Higher adhesion properties can also prevent segregation during e. 
g. mixing with the other additives. In our mixtures, the Wadh/Wcoh ratio 
calculated from the adhesion work of MX-CH (92.9 mJ/m2) and the 
cohesion work of MX RAW (98.7 mJ/m2) was 0.9 indicating the balance 
of forces. This finding confirmed the ability of CH to form the stable 
interactive mixture with MX. 

3.4. Mechanism of CH action 

Comparing finally the efficiency of CH addition on the MX dissolu-
tion rate, however, the higher effect of co-milling over mixing was 
detected. This can be firstly attributed to the drug micronization as well 
as the local surface disorder associated with the surface activation, and 
secondly, to the suppression of drug-drug particle agglomeration 
because of their proper distribution onto the carrier surface. Such drug 
particles are better accessible for the dissolution medium and their 
dissolution becomes enhanced which was directly expressed by the 
higher MX rMAX (min− 1). As the design of experiments was based on 
maintaining the same mass of drug in each dissolution experiment (mMX 
= 5 mg = 0.005 g) and total amount of the sample changed from 5 to 45 
mg accordingly, two boundary hypotheses would be suggested to make 
final decision about the CH effect (considering also the MX-CH ratio has 
no significant effect on the character of MX particles in co-milling 
mixture as discussed above in 3.1). 

The first one assumes no significant effect of the CH carrier. Under 
such circumstance, the dissolution rate should be increased only due to 
the milling effect and proportional to the surface area of the drug mass 
fraction mMX which is equivalent to specific surface area of the sample 
SBET × mMX. No relationship supporting such hypothesis was detected 
when plotting SBET × mMX against the MX rMAX (Fig. 6a). 

The second hypothesis assumes a so called “complete carrier effect” 
of the CH particle, so that virtually all of the surface area is formed by 
the drug layer spread homogenously out on its surface. The dissolution 
rate hence should be proportional to the total surface area of the mixture 
and the relative mass fraction of MX (wMX) in the mixture, i.e. STOTAL =

SBET/wMX × mMX. The second hypothesis was indeed supported by a 
linear relationship (Fig. 6b) with the MX rMAX to yield a coefficient of 
determination R2 = 0.863: 

rMAX = 3.7917 × STOTAL − 0.049 (3) 

Based on the obtained results, it can be therefore concluded that CH 
is able to act as a suitable carrier in the co-milling process, so that the 
specific surface area of the mixture as well as the total amount of the 
mixture (i.e. the total surface) are the controlling parameters of the 
dissolution rate. This is the major effect observed, confirmed by a high 
correlation (R2 = 0.992) between the total surface energy of the system 
(γTOTAL = STOTAL × (γD + γSP)) and STOTAL. It demonstrates that the total 

Table 2 
Values of work of adhesion (Wadh), work of cohesion (Wcoh), their dispersive 
(Wadh

D, Wcoh
D) and specific components (Wadh

SP, Wcoh
SP).  

Parameter  Sample  
(mJ/m2) MX RAW CH MX-CH 

Wcoh
D 92.9 81.2  

Wcoh
SP 5.8 8.9  

Wcoh 98.7 90.1  
Wadh

D   85.7 
Wadh

SP   7.1 
Wadh   92.9  
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surface energy of the system was governed mainly by the surface area 
with smaller fluctuations due to the surface disorder caused by milling. 

The net effect of the co-milling induced surface energy can be 
perceived by a negative linear relationship (R2 = 0.4449) displaying the 
surface weighed dissolution rate as a function of the dispersive surface 
energy of the formulation: 

rMAX

STOTAL
= − 0.2644 × γD + 15.069 (4)  

3.5. Effect of preparation method on the drug crystallinity 

The mechanical energy employed in particle size reduction by mill-
ing can lead to the mechano-chemical activation of material changing its 
structure by defects, dislocations or strain, or to partially or totally 

amorphous one (Lin et al., 2010; Varghese and Ghoroi, 2017). Even 
though amorphization enhances the drug aqueous solubility and disso-
lution rate (Edueng et al., 2019; Slámová et al., 2020), this effect is 
temporary and while stabilization is common practice for solid disper-
sions, it would be much harder to stabilize drug disorder in powder 
mixtures (Bhende and Jadhav, 2012; Laitinen et al., 2013; Alhalaweh 
et al., 2015; Edueng et al., 2019). 

The thermal properties of MX and CH were therefore investigated 
using modulated DSC; thermograms are shown in Figs. 7a and 7b, 
respectively. The crystalline structure of MX was characterized by a 
melting endotherm at 255.2 ◦C, the heat of fusion was 172.1 J/g. In 
contrast, amorphous CH was characterized by a glass transition tem-
perature Tg of 122.5 ◦C; the amount of water (inserted arrow in Fig. 7b) 
of approximately 7% (w/w) was determined by the thermogravimetric 
analysis. No effect on melting point (Tmp) was observed for MX blank CM 

Fig. 6. Explanation of chitosan effect: a correlation between MX dissolution rate rMAX (min− 1) and specific surface area of the sample SBET × mMX; b correlation 
between MX dissolution rate rMAX (min− 1) and STOTAL (m2). Details are given in the text. 

Fig. 7. a DSC thermogram of raw meloxicam, b DSC thermogram of chitosan (inserted arrow shows water in material), c DSC thermogram of MX-CH 1–8 CM 30, 
d XRPD patterns of raw meloxicam, chitosan, two prepared binary mixtures (MX-CH 1–8 PM and MX-CH 1–8 CM 30) and two prepared binary mixtures after stability 
tests (MX-CH 1–8 PM STAB and MX-CH 1–8 CM 30 STAB). Details are given in the text. 
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15 by activation due to 15 min of milling. XRPD diffractograms of raw 
MX and CH are depicted in Fig. 7d. MX RAW is expressed by sharp and 
highly intense diffraction peaks corresponding to MX polymorphic form 
I (Coppi et al., 2005); amorphous CH was characterized by a broaden 
halo. 

In order to detect undesirable changes in crystalline structure of MX 
brought about the preparation procedure used, all binary mixtures were 
evaluated by MDSC as well. No changes in crystalline structure were 
observed. The results of MX melting temperature are summarized in 
Table S1 (Supplementary Material) and show the crystal form; the 
values of the heat of fusion were influenced only by the decrease in MX 
content in the mixtures for different MX-CH ratios. The results are also 
illustrated in MX-CH 1–8 CM 30 thermogram (Fig. 7c), representing the 
sample with the longer co-milling. In Fig. 7d, minimum changes were 
also noted in diffractograms as shown for the MX-CH 1–8 PM physical 
mixture as well as the MX-CH 1–8 CM 30 co-milled one. The small 
decrease in intensity and slightly different shape of peaks in latter were 
attributed to the micronization of the drug particles. Thus, no marked 
formation of amorphous MX was observed. 

3.6. Stability studies 

Adequate drug stability is targeted in the development of pharma-
ceutical dosage forms. Therefore, the stability study at 40 ◦C and 75% 
relative air humidity (RH) was finally performed for the most promising 
MX-CH 1–8 PM and MX-CH 1–8 CM 30 mixtures. After 1 month of 
storage in an open container, the samples were analyzed by dissolution 
test, MDSC and XRPD. The crystalline form of the drug remained stable 
(Fig. 7d, samples STAB) showing no significant changes of the heat of 
fusion (Table S1 in Supplementary Material); only slightly lower values 
of rrel in the first minute of drug dissolution (Fig. 8a) were observed. As 
shown in Fig. 8b, the relative amount of dissolved drug reached still 
more than 90% of the values detected in the case of freshly prepared 
samples. However, the stability of the obtained mixtures would have to 
be studied further. 

4. Conclusion 

Many methods are commonly used to improve the aqueous dissolu-
tion rate of the BCS II drugs. In this mechanistic study, binary interactive 
mixtures of a model drug, MX, with the polysaccharide excipient CH 
were prepared by mixing and co-milling method, respectively, using 
three different drug/excipient mass ratios 1–1, 1–4, and 1–8. In com-
parison with the raw MX as well as the one activated by mixing and 
milling for 15 min, respectively, the results confirmed that the CH 

addition increased the dissolution rate of the BCS II drug MX in both 
technological procedures used. The effect of CH on the MX rrel was ratio- 
dependent with the highest mrel in the MX-CH 1–8 ratio. The effect was 
particularly visible within the first five minutes after contact of a powder 
sample with the liquid medium. The highest MX rMAX 0.50 min− 1 was 
detected for MX-CH 1–8 co-milled for 30 min which was five times 
higher comparing with the corresponding physical mixture (mixed only) 
and fifty times higher comparing with the raw MX. 

The correlation analysis confirmed the strong CH effect on MX 
release as the rMAX was proportional to the total surface area of the 
interactive mixtures prepared, rather than the portion of the surface area 
corresponding to MX only. This observation results in the formulation 
ability to control the dissolution rate by both the MX-CH ratio and the 
particle size distribution, which is valuable for the design of the final 
solid dosage form. 

Finally, no marked amorphization of the drug after milling was 
detected by using modulated DSC and XRPD techniques. IGC was found 
to be highly valuable within the scope of the study Thus, the balance of 
cohesive and adhesive interparticle forces in interactive MX-CH mix-
tures was expressed by the work of adhesion/cohesion ratio of 0.9, 
which showed the preferential bonds of MX to the coarse particles of CH. 
This encourages the conclusion about the effective formation and 
promising stability of interactive mixtures without generally observed 
problems such as particle segregation or agglomeration. The goal to 
achieve interactive mixtures without noticeable amorphization could be 
a pertinent approach with respect to BCS class II drugs and even though 
this approach would require advanced analytics in development, it is 
straightforward from a manufacturing viewpoint. In addition, the 
analysis of surface energy change suggests the promising ability of CH to 
form interactive mixtures also with other drugs having similar surface 
properties as MX. However, such generalization needs future study. 
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